When we last checked in with reid mcdonald and Anita Cumbleton, we found them working in Calgary (Reid doing locums and Anita at a large corporate pharmacy). Anita expresses concerns with "the pill-counting factory, " with no overlap of pharmacists and often no technician, so patient care services are virtually impossible. But they are biding their time (and saving their money) until they can open their new independent pharmacy in Cochrane, Alberta. What they have learned is that there are a few steps (not as many as you might think, but all crucial) to opening a pharmacy: pharmacy design and approvals by the regulatory authorities; lease agreements; architectural plans; renovations; and coordinating the installation of computers, software, and telephones, just to name a few. And, for new grads, another issue is credit; most don't have any assets to borrow against. Nevertheless, Reid and Anita are hoping to open later this spring.
Meanwhile, back in Thunder Bay, Bryan Gray surprised me (and himself, I think) by opening his own independent pharmacy. When we last checked in with him, he was working in the same building as the Fort William Clinic. You will recall that the family health team was moving to a new building, so patient volume at the pharmacy was declining, and Bryan was getting bored (or as he says, "my mind was rotting"). After the family health team moved to its new building, an opportunity to open the River Terrace Pharmacy, alongside the newly relocated Fort William Clinic, became available. He realizes that many of the barriers to practising to his full scope are now gone. In fact, the family health team is now approaching him to create all kinds of new services.
What is so striking to me is the similarities between these stories. Less than a year ago, these new pharmacists were hired specifically to embrace the new practice opportunities. All have left their first employer when it became apparent that in order to practise to their full scope, they needed to be their own bosses. And all of them have made the move to open their own pharmacies. They have shown an extraordinary focus on what is important for pharmacy practice and patient care as well as remarkable courage in embracing what they think is the right course. Could this be the renaissance of the independent pharmacy? Of course, it's too early to tell whether they'll be able to make a living based primarily on providing patient care services. Stay tuned as we follow their stories (with our fingers crossed). ■
